VISUAL SNOW RESEARCH
PROJECT
T H E V I S U A L S N O W I N I T I AT I V E
I M PA C T R E P O R T

THANK YOU
Thanks to the generous support of the Visual Snow
Initiative, the research team at Monash University under
the leadership of Professor Owen White and Associate
Professor Joanne Fielding has made significant
progress in its quest to understand and ultimately treat
visual snow (VS).

“

The most important unmet need for the
condition is a sufficient understanding of it
to generate and test hypotheses about
treatment.”
Professor Owen White

We know that, as scientists, we do not make gamechanging discoveries alone. Philanthropic support is
integral to our visionary research endeavours. Your
invaluable contribution enables the team to explore new
research pathways that can lead to much-needed
answers to unresolved questions. It was with your
support that the team was able to deepen their
understanding of the complex puzzle that is VS.
We are genuinely thankful and delighted that the Visual
Snow Initiative is part of this journey of discovery and
hope. We very much value our partnership and are
proud to be working with the Visual Snow Initiative to
change people’s lives through discovery research.
Thank you for being Champions for Change.

“

We are extremely grateful to the Visual
Snow Initiative for their support and faith in
our work in visual snow. We are excited to
be raising awareness and ultimately
moving towards a cure.”
Associate Professor Joanne Fielding
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OCULAR MOTOR RESEARCH UNIT
For over 15 years now, Professor Owen White and Associate Professor Joanne Fielding have been running a combined
ocular motor research program investigating cognitive signatures in health and disease. Since early 2018, they have
been co-located in the recently founded Department of Neuroscience in the Central Clinical School, Monash University at
the Alfred Hospital.
Since then, the team has begun new studies in VS and migraine, in particular, building on their research into a large range
of diseases, including Parkinson’s disease, Huntington’s disease, schizophrenia, melancholic depression, stroke, Fragile
X syndrome and premutation carriers, multiple sclerosis (MS), and autism spectrum disorders. The team is continuing to
expand their research in cognitive processing in the visual-ocular motor system in health and disease. They are
considered pioneers on the VS frontier.
Associate Professor Fielding, in particular, has been actively involved in driving research activities in collaboration with the
multidisciplinary clinical and research groups in the Department of Neuroscience, including the Imaging, Epilepsy,
Concussion, Movement Disorders, Psychiatry and Migraine groups.

THE OCULAR MOTOR LABORATORY MISSION STATEMENT
We aim to establish the evaluation of cognitive processing in the visuo-ocular motor system as a prime tool in assessing
and monitoring all forms of cerebral disease.
We have maintained a coordinated approach to our research, designed to:
1.
2.
3.
4.

document cognitive processing in the visuo-ocular motor system in health and disease
demonstrate that this technology is sensitive in diagnosing abnormal function
identify any characteristic abnormalities that may be diagnostic of specific pathological entities
establish that this technology is also sensitive in detecting changes in pathology over time, possibly
indicating that we should begin therapy, or change an initiated therapy that is ineffective.

Neurological disease is expressed as impaired function. Current means of investigation are heavily weighted towards
structure (e.g. MRI) and do not always reflect the subtle, and sometimes not so subtle, abnormalities that occur in early, or
relatively early disease. For instance, in MS at the time of diagnosis, there are commonly diffuse, microscopic
perivascular inflammatory lesions, not recognised on MRI but resulting in diffuse network dysfunction. We interrogate
network dysfunction in a widely ramifying sensorimotor network that is uniquely amenable to controlled, quantifiable
stimulation, in situations where the mindset of patients can be manipulated by instruction, and the subsequent responses
can be accurately recorded.
All studies involve purpose-designed cognitive paradigms to evaluate the generated disease signatures as reflected in the
visuo-ocular motor, integrated sensorimotor interaction discussed above. Where appropriate, we also perform imaging
studies to evaluate structure–function relationships. Conventional neuropsychological studies are also performed for
comparison. For the team, the eyes are windows into areas of the brain that cannot be easily monitored with standard
clinical tests.
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THE CHALLENGE
Visual snow (VS) is a constant visual disturbance described as flickering dots occupying the entire visual field. Recently,
it was characterised as the defining feature of visual snow syndrome (VSS), which includes palinopsia, photophobia,
photopsias, entoptic phenomena, nyctalopia, and tinnitus. Sixty per cent of patients with VSS also experience migraine,
with or without aura. The condition has only been identified and characterised in the past 20 years. It has therefore been
seen as a niche area for research – despite having devastating effects on an individual’s vision, hearing, and cognitive
functioning. Partly due to the realisation that VS is not a ‘rare incident’, but in fact could affect 2–2.5% of the population,
research into VS in growing.
The research team in the Department of Neuroscience at Monash University, led by Professor Owen White and Associate
Professor Joanne Fielding, is one of the very few dedicated research groups globally to conduct translational research
into the condition.
Thanks to your wonderful support, the team has made considerable progress in their aim to create a qualified database of
patients living with VS. The plethora of data collected for this database can be used for further trials, and to develop
diagnostic tools and effective treatment options for patients suffering from VS.

The Visual Snow research team:
back row (L - R): Dr Ben Sinclair, Paige Foletta, Dr Scott Kolbe
front row (L - R): Dr Meaghan Clough, Professor Owen White,
Associate Professor Joanne Fielding, Emma Solly
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VISUAL SNOW PATIENT DATABASE
A significant first step towards establishing a database of patients living with VS was an intensive awareness campaign to
raise the profile of the research team at Monash University.
The team developed a publicity blitz, consisting of segments on Nine News Australia, a special program on Radio 3AW in
Melbourne in which one of the VS patients participated, and a public lecture organised by the Monash University Central
Clinical School at Monash University / The Alfred Hospital. These events were accompanied by an intense social media
campaign on Twitter.





9news story, 22 March 2019: Hope in sight – no more floaters
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nGm8ENGSPUw
Radio 3AW, 22 March 2019: Mornings with Neil Mitchell, Visual snow: The widely unrecognised condition where
sufferers see thousands of tiny dots in their vision
https://www.3aw.com.au/visual-snow-the-widely-unrecognised-conditi, on-where-sufferers-see-thousands-of-tinydots-in-their-vision/
Public lecture at Monash 3 April 2019: Visual snow: What we know and what we don’t know
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QNVYN7FZXsc

This focused campaign led to the recruitment of now 121 patients, which form the largest database of VS patients
globally.
Work on establishing and building the database is mainly undertaken by the three PhD candidates of the team. Paige
Foletta is looking to characterise the attentional profile of people living with VS, in an attempt to both help localise the
source of the disorder and generate an innovative way to objectively measure it. Emma Solly’s research focuses on
investigating changes in visual processing in people with VS using ocular motor tasks and EEG. Cassandra Brooks’
research centres on computerised vision testing to examine visual perception in VS.
By collecting information on patients from these diverse research angles, the team is generating a significant amount of
data that, together with brain scans, is rapidly developing into a most valuable source for research and, in future,
collaboration with other research teams.
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DISCOVERING FUNCTIONAL CHANGE
Associate Professor Fielding’s most recent focus has been to scan patients’ brain in the 7T MRI scanner to examine
functional changes in the connections between the thalamus and the visual cortex using visual stimuli. To date, 26
patients have undertaken the scan, which lasts for an hour, with a further 14 patients to be scanned in the next little while.
This 7-Tesla MRI scanner provides more than twice the magnetic field strength of a conventional 3-Tesla scanner to
deliver ultrafine image resolution of the head and extremities. Tesla strength (i.e., the magnetic fields) in part determines
the amount of anatomical detail that can be obtained in the images. As a result, the 7T MRI scanner is able to produce
clear images of regions deep in the brain. Because of this extremely high resolution of the 7T’s images, the team is able
to examine the thalamus, which sits deep in the brain and comprises numerous sub-nuclei with connections all over the
brain – research that has never been undertaken before. This high resolution allows them to measure the subtlest
changes in brain functioning, which is not possible with other MRIs.
During the scan, patients are tasked with looking at visual stimuli, such as visual patterns, and either passively view the
stimuli or respond to them with a button press. The scans are hoped to reveal functional changes in the connections
between the thalamic nuclei and cortex during these tasks to determine how information (i.e., visual stimulation), is being
processed in the brain. Joanne’s immediate focus is to discover a distinctive ‘Visual Snow Signal’ and to link the brain
behaviour shown in the scanner to behaviour shown outside the scanner.
As part of the team’s aim to demonstrate that changes to cortical processing of visual information in patients with VS can
be objectively evaluated using ocular motor measures of performance, the team undertook a study involving 87
participants: 64 of them VS patients and 23 controls. Altogether, three ocular motor tasks were included: 1. prosaccade
(PS, eye movement from a fixed point towards a stimulus), 2. antisaccade (AS, eye movement from a fixed point towards
the opposite side from a stimulus), and 3. interleaved antisaccade-prosaccade (AS-PS) tasks. All these tasks have been
used extensively in both non-VS and VS patients.






The study revealed objective and quantifiable measures of visual processing changes in patients with VS.
Compared with the controls, the VS group generated significantly shortened eye movement when performing PS
tasks, and an increased rate of error when performing AS tasks, irrespective of the demands placed on visual
processing.
The team then looked at the degraded performance when alternating between different tasks compared with
repeating the same task. A significant correlation was found between shortened eye movement latencies in PS
tasks and increasing error rates in AS tasks for VS patients.
The absence of any additional switch cost on the AS-PS task in VS suggests that the PS latency and AS error
differences are attributable to a speeded PS response, rather than to impaired executive processes more
commonly implicated in poorer AS performance.

The team has concluded that a combination of latency and error deficits, in conjunction with intact switching performance,
will provide a VS behavioural signature that contributes to our understanding of VS and may assist in determining the
efficacy of any therapeutic intervention.
Because this research essentially looks at how different regions of the brain communicate, in the longer-term, it has farreaching implications for the study and treatment of a wide range of disorders that feature sensory processing changes,
including migraine, but potentially also ASD or ADHD.
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IMAGES OF THE 7T MRI SCANNER

T1 MPRAGE –
3D acquisition of the brain (volume data)

Functional dataset –
activation of oxygen signal in the brain as we
run a task

3D reconstruction of the brain
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NEXT STEPS
The team is at a very exciting point in its research.
Having successfully built a local volunteer pool and corresponding database of more than 100 patients who are eager to
participate in further trials, the team is now in an excellent position to take this research to the next level and accelerate it.
They now plan expand the database with more patients and information from two new studies and a clinical trial:

1. Revealing the physiological processes of VS by evaluating patients in the database using a comprehensive

program of diagnostic tests, including 7T MRI scanning, using ocular-motor tasks, and a new 64-channel EEG machine
(to look at fundamental frequency abnormalities). By combining all three different types of data, the team ultimately aims
to understand the underlying cause of VS, and thus improve diagnosis, management and treatment towards a cure.

2. Illuminating the genetic causes of VS by collecting blood samples to test the human genome for biomarkers and

analysing sequencing data from these blood samples, looking specifically at certain regions of genes. This will allow the
team to identify that genes that may be contributing to the disorder, and possibly even tailor specific treatments to
individual patients.

3. Validating a promising new treatment by conducting a clinical trial in which patients are stimulated with 40 Hz in
light and sound. This therapy has been shown to enhance the waveforms we associate with inhibitory function,
particularly in Alzheimer’s patients. As evidence suggests the inhibitory systems of those with VS do not function
normally, it is vital that we test this potential therapy.

This is a comprehensive VS program – unlike any other worldwide – looking at structural abnormalities, functional
abnormalities, therapeutic options and then trials of therapy.

The setup of the ocular-motor testing facility.
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THE TEAM
It is our pleasure to introduce you to the three PhD candidates working in the research team to build the patient database
and to further our understanding of VS.

EMMA SOLLY
The aim of Emma’s PhD project is to investigate visual processing changes in people with
VS using ocular-motor measures and EEG. The necessarily close relationship between
visual processing and eye movement control means that changes in visual processing
should manifest as differences in performance on ocular-motor tasks; so far over 100 VS
patients and 30 controls have completed the ocular-motor battery, and an article presenting
the results of three tasks is in the process of being published. The EEG component of
Emma’s project is in development and will be used to examine neuronal activity and
synchrony in VS patients to investigate whether aberrant thalamocortical communication
may play a role in VS symptomology.

PAIGE FOLETTA
Individuals with VS experience a range of other visual and non-visual symptoms, such as
palinopsia, photophobia, tinnitus and migraine. However, there is huge variability in the
number, type and intensity of additional symptoms that people experience. Paige’s PhD
project focuses on assessing visual and attentional processing in people with VS using
ocular motor and transcranial magnetic stimulation techniques, to better characterise the
symptomatology of VS and understand how this relates to task performance.

CASSANDRA BROOKS
Cassandra, a PhD candidate at the University of Melbourne, is currently using computerised
vision testing to investigate visual perception in VS. Her research aims to characterise
visual dysfunction in VS to better understand the underlying pathophysiology within the
visual pathways, and to differentiate the condition from migraine.
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F U R T H E R I N F O R M AT I O N
For further information about the impact of your
philanthropy please contact:

Carrie Keller
Deputy Director, Clinical and Biomedical Research
External Relations, Development and Alumni
Of�ce of the President and Vice-Chancellor
Monash University VIC 3800
Phone: +61 (0)3 9903 4252
Email: carrie.keller@monash.edu

Dr Alexandra Haendel
Donor Relations Adviser
External Relations, Development and Alumni
Of�ce of the President and Vice-Chancellor
Monash University VIC 3800
Phone: +61 (0)3 9903 4606
Email: alexandra.haendel@monash.edu

